
Long Itchington Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group 

Meeting Notes 

Thursday 26th November 2020 via Zoom 

Present: Sally Shillitoe (SS), Richard Jackson (RJ), Andy Jack (AJ), Jon Venn (JV) 

Apologies: Barbara Atkins (BA) 

 

Notes from last meeting (17th November) agreed. 

Matters arising: 

• Amendments to wording of policies ongoing (AJ) 

• Details of community assets – BA to send to AJ 

• Wording of responses to flooding comments – done by JV and circulated. AJ 

suggested clarification of Flood Action Group to Long Itchington Flood Action Group. 

Agreed. 

• Response to Spinney Fields resident by BA and JV ongoing 

• Evidence for challenges of integration ongoing BA 

• AM and CH responses have been saved to folder (SS) 

 

Responses to Reg 14 consultation from non-residents. 

These were discussed. 

1. Gladman. This was received after the deadline. Content aligns with responses from 

other developers although it was noted that there were various errors (including 

“Long Itchington St George”) which indicated “cut and paste”. 

2. Bellway Homes. It was noted that the sensitivity of the landscape is lower in the 

south of the village than in the north. Sites referred to are in flood zone and not 

selected in SDC draft SAP (although were up for consideration) 

3. Canal and Rivers Trust. Supportive. 

4. CEMEX. AJ and BA had produced very useful comments on this response which were 

gone through. We need to bolster our arguments with more evidence where 

possible and agreed that Policy H2 would not seek to restrict the proposals for 

redevelopment of the Cemex brownfield site. 

5. Deeley Homes. Pleased to see they acknowledged difficulties with timing of the SAP 

consultation. 

6. Environment Agency. Many useful observations but a high level of technical detail 

which other made NPs do not appear to have. Need to incorporate their comments 

succinctly and include their full response as an appendix either to the Plan or the 

Consultation document. 

7. Rainier Developments. Challenge our valued landscapes. 



8. Sport England. Their standard response but with useful information. 

 

 

General Comments. 

It was agreed that the timing of the Consultation on SDC’s Site Allocation Plan and 

reserved sites has made things difficult for us. The Core Strategy is due for review in 

2021 which could impact our draft NP. The PC wants to engage in discussion with 

SDC about the SAP – again this could impact our NP. We need to know when a 

decision about the SAP is expected – all this may impact on our timescale for Reg 16 

and the referendum. We also await SDC’s response to the Reg 14 consultation (due 

to procedural delays this should be early December). This could well influence our 

next steps re any amendments to the draft NP. 

It was agreed that our NP is built on what local people wanted and we need to 

remember that.  

 

 

Actions 

SS to email Eva Neale to ask when we can expect to receive SDC’s comments and 

what the process is for SDC to agree them – Cabinet? Planning Committee? 

Next meeting – to be arranged once we know when SDC’s response will be with us. 

SS to draft acknowledgements of receipt of comments from non-residents, circulate 

for agreement before asking the clerks to send them. 

Also see outstanding actions from previous meeting. 


